FRENCH  POLITICAL THOUGHT
Introduction as the revolutionary tradition in French politics.
The tragedy of revolution is that it breeds revolution : what
has been set up by force can be, must be, overthrown by force ;
and those parties that are theoretically most alive to violent
change become infected with revolutionary methods. The
Ultras believed in violence and repression—they allowed, if
they did not lead, a "White Terror " in the South of France
in 1815 that was to remain for many years a vivid and terrible
memory1; they plotted, formed secret societies as to the manner
born. Nor did they shrink from any alliance liable to advance
their end: in order to defeat " moderate'' candidates, votes
were on many occasions given to revolutionary candidates;
some frankly hoped for a period of advanced Republicanism,
during which France would become finally disgusted with the
system and turn to them as the saviours of society. " We must/'
said the Royalist organ La Quotidienne? " ask revolutions to
carry out the principles that have brought them into existence.
This may push us into the abyss, but must finally restore
c moral order/ "
It is an easy task to estimate the direct influence of the Ultras
on French history by making constitutional monarchy incom-
patible with the Bourbon dynasty. They were the real authors
of the Revolution of 1830. Further, it may be said that their
excesses of speech and action drove into the Republican camp
many who otherwise might have accepted the Restoration,
though without enthusiasm, as long as it marked a clear breach
with the past, as long as it was, in Remusat's phrase, " not the
restoration of the regime of the past but the founding of the
regime of the future " ; seeing as they thought in the Ultras the
true expression of the essence of Monarchism they removed
their allegiance for ever from any Royal family,
It may be asked how far the Ultras would have been a real
force without the open support of the Comte d'Artois, later
1	Guizot's horror of the mob may well have been due to the massacre of
Protestants in his own town of Nimes at that time, as also to the recollection
of his father's execution during the Revolution.
2	18th August 1830, quoted in BarWs Stub Kstorijue de$ IJfcs sur la
Souverainett en France de itf/j & 18489 p. 209.
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